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One Color Group: (8) blocks assigned to
the same combination of colors.
Two Color Groups: (4) blocks assigned to
(2) different combinations of color.
Four Color Groups: (2) blocks assigned to
(4) different combinations of color.
Eight Color Groups: (1) blocks assigned to
(8) different combinations of color.

As explained previously, if you choose to use more than (1) color
group, you’ll also want to label your fabrics with a small letter after
the fabric reference (i.e. A1:a, A1:b, A1:c, A1:d etc). In general,
whenever you are stacking your fabrics for cutting, make sure these
are stacked in reverse numerical order and also, that other pieces in
the unit are stacked in the same order as well. It really helps to both
label your papers with swatches and also with Paper #s so you can
stack them in the proper order each time, reducing the possibility of
sewing the wrong fabric to the wrong section.
For Group H, the following is also true. Always following the Standard
Option, then sub only the parts needed if you are working with
one of the alternatives. So, for example, Fabrics H13 and H14 are
ONLY provided in the Standard Color Option Table as it is the same
regardless of Alternative. Fabrics H1 and H7 in the Standard Option
also apply to H1 and H7 in Alternative 1. Therefore, they are not
included in the Yardage Tables for Alternative 1.

H-Group Standard Yds: Unit H1, 1 Color Group
FABRIC # REFERENCE
COLOR GROUP ONE

FABRIC
GROUP H

REQUIRED
INCHES

Fabric #H1:
Unit H1: (TLS #1)

H1:
Fabric Swatch

(27”) (Or
choose Alt 2)

Fabric #H2:
Unit H1: (TLS #2)

H2:
Fabric Swatch

(2”)

Fabric #H3:
Unit H1: (TLS #3)

H3:
Fabric Swatch

(2”)

Fabric #H4:
Unit H1: (TLS #4)

H4:
Fabric Swatch

(2”)

Fabric #H5:
Unit H1: (TLS #5)

H5:
Fabric Swatch

(2”)

Fabric #H6:
Unit H1: (TLS #6)

H6:
Fabric Swatch

(2”)

Fabric #H13:
Unit H1: (T-Temp H-1, T-TLS #13)

H13:
Fabric Swatch

For Alternative 1, Use Table on
Page 3 to track your Swatches

Yardage Chart Information: The yardage information presented
in the Fabric Charts is presented for the One Color Group option,
where all (8) blocks look the same. With the alternatives and color
groups, however, this pattern is a little like a “Choose Your Own Quilting
Adventure”. As such, if you are choosing a design with 2 or more color
groups, the total inches shown will be split between the different
fabrics. In some cases, you may need to increase your yardage, if only
one strip is necessary to make all (8) units. In this case, you would need
(2) strips to make (4) units in two different colorways. If you are making
a quilt that uses (2) color groups (or more) options, I recommend
reading your cutting instructions before you determine your final
yardage needed. The total number of strips to cut for each color group
option is explained in the cutting instructions for each fabric.

(4-1/2”)

►►Fabrics H1: Unit H1 (TLS #1)
Cutting Strips: Four 6-3/4” by 42” strips cut from Fabric H1 are
needed to complete the cutting for (TLS #1). Each (TLS) yields two
template pieces.
•
•
•
•

One Color Group: Cut (4) 6-3/4” by 42” strips, from Fabric H1.
Two Color Groups: Cut (4) 6-3/4” by 42” strips, (2) from each
color, Fabric H1:a and H1:b.
Four Color Groups: Cut (4) 6-3/4” by 42” strips, (1) from each
color, Fabric H1:a to H1:d.
Eight Color Groups: Cut (8) 6-3/4” by 42” strips, (1) from each
color, Fabric H1:a to H1:h The (8) Color Groups will double
yardage for these templates. Cut (1) (TLS) per strip.

Step 1: Stack the strips facing right-side-up. Unit H1 (TLS #1) is
used to cut (8) pieces matching the size of the (TLS). (If you chose the
eight color option, cut (1) template piece per strip).

██ UNIT H1: CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
STANDARD COLOR OPTION
Fabric Chart: The yardage for Fabric H1, assigned to (TLS #1),
references the background sections. Fabrics H2-H6 are assigned
to (TLS’s 2-6) and reference the spikes sections. Fabric H13 is
assigned to the T-Template H-1, T-TLS #13.

►►Unit H1 Fabric Layout

Multicolor Spikes
H1
H3
H4
H5

H2

H3
H4

H1

H6

H5

Printed Paper
H2

Step 2: Stack the (8) pieces under the (TLS in alphabetic order :a
fabric is on top, and the highest alphabetic number is on the
bottom, then cut on Lines 1-6 to separate the individual templates.
Clip the templates to the fabric beneath and place in Bag #H1.

H13

H6

H13

Front Side View

██UNIT H1 STANDARD BACKGROUND
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS (TLS #1)

►►Fabric H2-H6: Unit H1 (TLS #2-#6)
NOTE - Alternative 1 or 2: If you are using Alternative 1 or 2, skip to those
sections on Page 3 or 5, respectively, instead of using these instructions.

NOTE - Alternative 2: If you are using Alternative 2, skip to that section
on Page 5 & 6, instead of using these instructions.
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